Swimming Merit Badge

-Any scout can sign up for Swimming Merit Badge but needs to be able to pass the Scouts BSA swimmer test.

-Pool Class(s) at Perry Natatorium in Massillon, OH & Lecture Class at St Joseph's School in Canton, OH.

-Cost $25 prior to event day/$35 at event.

-Registration Information at www.crew820bsa.com/registration! If you have any question email Crew820BSA@gmail.com

Prerequisites
Prerequisites must be completed prior to the first class date!

-Swimmer Classification! Must be able to pass the BSA Swim Test! Proof isn’t required but the first requirement completed is the BSA Swim Test. Not passing the BSA Swimmer Test will result in being transferred to our Learner’s Swimming Lessons!

Schedule
10/10/21 5:30P to 8:00P – BSA Swimmer Test & Reaching/Throwing/Reasons to Reach & Throw Rather Than Swim/Avoid Contact with Victim/Line Rescues
10/24/21 6:00P to 8:00P – Feet First/Headfirst Surface Diving & Floating/Survival Floating/HELP and Huddle
10/31/21 6:00P to 8:00P – Standing Headfirst/Long Shallow Diving & 150 Yard Swimming
11/14/21 6:00P to 8:00P – 150 Yard Swimming
11/21/21 6:00P to 8:00P – Make Up (Class isn’t required if pool requirements are complete!)
12/05/21 6:00P to 7:00P – Safe Swim Defense/Hazards Encountered/First Aid & Aerobic Exercise

Aquatic Opportunities/Activities
Crew 820 BSA offers a variety of opportunities/activities please see reverse side for other programs!